When is an injury not an injury?
The overworking of the de minimis argument in noise-induced hearing loss claims shows
the need for proper evidental preparaton and some clearer guidance from the senior
courts following Rothwell.
Introducton
1.

There has recently been a sustained series of County Court decisions concerned
with what are called de minimis arguments in noise-induced hearing loss (“NIHL”)
claims. Tactcal advantage is clearly seen by the defence insurers and advisers in
this area, and the arguments are now regularly deployed to defeat or minimise the
value of claims.

2.

Proper consideraton and analysis of these cases is important not only for this area
of practce, but more generally as a “taking stock” of what personal injury really
means in the diferent contexts in which personal injury lawyers need to consider it.

3.

This artcle seeks to analyse the various approaches of the courts and to derive any
principles of general applicaton. It concludes by ofering observatons on how
defendants and claimants, respectvely, will best approach contested cases on this
issue.

“Authority”
4.

In the 9 recent cases referred to here, Defendants have succeeded on this issue in 2 1
and claimants in 7, although in 2 cases2 the judge's comments on de minimis were
not part of the decision, and in another3 the judge expressed himself
“uncomfortable” with deciding this issue on the evidence before him. It would, of
course, be very useful if one of these cases was taken to the Court of Appeal for
truly authoritatve guidance.

5.

It is important to note that none of these decisions are binding on other tribunals as
a mater of the law of precedent, and the citaton of them should be treated with
great care by other judges. In Howard De Walden Estates v Aggio (2007)4 the Court
of Appeal issued an addendum note to its judgment, directed at the queston of
how precedent works as between the High Court and the County Court. Its
conclusion was that the County Court is bound by decisions of the High Court. In

1 Hughes and Holloway; they might say 3; in the Lomas case the judge found no compensatable hearing impairment,
but did fnd tnnitus caused by the assessable NIHL, so that an award followed.
2 Mathews and Ross; in both cases the claim was rejected on causaton grounds with the court not satsfed that
the Claimant had sufered NIHL at all. Applicatons for permission to appeal are pending in both.
3 Hinchlife
4 [2007] EWCA Civ 499
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that case, as recorded by the Court of Appeal, two judges sitng separately in the
County Court had asserted that the County Court was not bound by the decision of
a (Deputy) High Court Judge also sitng as a court of frst instance, “although [the
High Court's decision] would, as a mater of judicial comity, usually be followed by a
judge in the County Court unless convinced that the decision was wrong.” (My
emphasis added.) The Court of Appeal considered this correct so far as concerned
“co-ordinate courts of frst instance” (eg. High Court and High Court, County Court
and County Court) but not as between County Court and High Court, the later
binding the former. The issue of “judicial comity” and its efect was not explored in
full, but the principle of law is that co-ordinate courts of frst instance do not bind
each other, and one judge at the same level is free to depart from the decision of
another.
6.

This is implicit in the decision of Nourse J in the Chancery Division in Colchester
Estates (Cardif) v Carlton Industries plc (1986)5, cited as supportve by the Court of
Appeal, even though it suggests (rather oddly) that a second decision of the High
Court becomes binding on High Court judges where it has itself departed from a
contrary frst decision. I am not sure how that works logically, but I need not
trouble about it now. For our purposes it sufces to record that one County Court
judge is not bound by a decision on a point of law of another, stll less a decision
dependant upon the facts of the case.

7.

As will appear below, it is my view that a proper analysis shows that these de
minimis NIHL cases are, indeed, very fact-sensitve, and that the legal principles
established by the higher courts (which truly are authoritatve and properly cited as
“authority”) are not altered by them in the slightest.

8.

However, the confusion caused by them in their repeated citaton undermines the
task of low level courts now required to consider these issues, frequently in fast
track trials with limited amounts of evidence before them. I ask rhetorically
whether the decision of one judge to accept poorly opposed expert evidence is to
be used as a basis for acceptng the evidence of the same expert in a case where
s/he is properly opposed on diferent facts? I doubt it. A number of the judges
have made this point; see especially the citatons from Roberts below.

5 [1986] Ch 80
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Technical background – Noise, human hearing and speech
9.

As far as loudness is concerned, some (simplistc) illustratons can be ofered as to
how noisy things are:

10. It must be noted that the measurement of noise in decibels is drawn on a
logarithmic scale, so that a 3 dB increase represents a doubling of sound pressure.
Thus, 93 dB is twice as “loud” as 90 dB in terms of the force being applied to the
structures of the ear, though the brain does not hear it like that (or we would all,
perhaps, go mad). Similarly, 10 dB up or down represents a multple of 10, so that
90 dB is 10 tmes as “loud” as 80 dB and a tenth of the loudness of 100 dB. 110 dB is
100 tmes louder than 90 dB. And so on...
11. As to frequency or pitch, it is generally accepted that the human range of hearing is
between c. 20 Hz-20 kHz in children and young adults but with the high range
frequencies at 8 kHz and above fading with age, though into quite late age it Is
common for adults to be able to hear sounds at above 10 kHz.
12. The human voice produces sound within a frequency range of about 60 Hz-7 kHz
but most human speech falls within the range 250 Hz - 3.3 kHz. Nevertheless, the
voices of females and children commonly have a higher frequency component
which characterises their speech as “higher” and the listener needs to be able to
hear those tones to understand – and enjoy – their speech properly. However, the
primary importance of sound within the human speech frequency range of 250 Hz –
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c. 3 kHz is internatonally recognised in the transmission of speech through
telecommunicatons networks with transmission limited within that range only.
Again, one should bear in mind that when communicatng in this way it is usually “1to-1” with both sides able to concentrate on that sound and that sound only, which
obviously aids comprehension.
13. However, it is relatvely well established that sound at 4 kHz can also play a
signifcant part in speech recogniton, and many doctors also consider that 6 kHz is
also important, though less so than 4 kHz. An Irish Expert Hearing Group 6 concluded
in 1998 that all frequencies between 250Hz-4 kHz contribute to speech
comprehension, and the most important frequency for understanding speech in a
quiet environment is 2,000Hz with the other frequencies, 250 Hz, 500 Hz and 4 kHz,
being less important. The same Expert Hearing Group concluded that frequencies of
6 kHz and 8 kHz carry no informaton for speech comprehension, but as noted
above this is not a universal view. Hearing aid manufacturers have introduced
‘extended bandwidth’ hearing aids specifcally to amplify sounds between 6-8 kHz,
presumably because they think those frequencies aid hearing. Any expert report
supportng or responding to de minimis arguments based on maintained levels at 13 kHz should, of course, set all of this out, but may well not do; see below as to
evidental consideratons.
14. It should also be remembered that the NIHL losses do not just occur at the
measured frequencies, but across the range. It is a mater of history and clinical
management that audiometry is undertaken at the set frequencies 0.25, 0.5, 1, 2, 3,
4, 6, 8 kHz, but nature does not work or respond – or make sounds - in that way.
Technical analysis and computaton of measures of hearing loss
15. Emeritus Prof. Lutman's recent atempt to develop the diagnosis Guidelines (“CLB”) 7
he and Prof. Coles and Mr Bufn issued in 2000, in order to atempt a form of
quantfcaton of the NIHL losses, has resulted in recent publicaton of the “LCB
Guidelines” on quantfcaton of NIHL8. It is useful, but it has its limitatons. It uses
fxed anchor points for the analysis at 1 and 8 khz, whereas for diagnosis purposes
the CLB permited selecton of alternatve anchors, essentally 0.5 kHz, 1 kHz, and 6
kHz, where 1 and 8 kHz did not appear to be stable. Generally, the atractons of
easy quantfcaton and determinaton of whether or not a claim is good by
reference to a fxed computed standard are obvious for both claimant and
defendant lawyers. The fxaton on such computatons, however, is in some ways
6 Hearing Disability Assessment, Report of the Expert Hearing Group, Department of Health and Children (Ireland)
1998. The Group heard evidence from Professors Albert, Coles and Lutman among others.
7 “Guidelines on the diagnosis of noise-induced hearing loss for medico-legal purposes” (2000) 25 Clin. Otolaryngol.
264-73; the paper is also known as the “Coles Lutman Bufn Guidelines”, or sometmes “the Coles paper”.
8 “Guidelines for quantfcaton of noise-induced hearing loss in a medico-legal context” (2016) 41 Clin. Otolaryngol.
347-57
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the antthesis of a proper holistc approach to whether an individual claimant has
sufered loss. It may not pass the “what if it was my mum” test, which I hope is the
hallmark of the decent citzen and good lawyer.
16. You will note I do not use the expression “measurable loss”. One of the frst things
to be learned by anyone entering into the murky world of NIHL claims (and HHJ
Inglis described it as sometmes “smoke and mirrors” when trying Parkes v Meridian
– the Nots and Derbyshire Deafness Litgaton [2007] 9) is that NIHL cannot be
measured. What the experts ofer is at best an estmate of the noise element of an
overall hearing loss, usually with very litle informaton as to the frequency profle of
the noise exposure. It is the overall hearing levels of a claimant/patent which may
be measured using audiometry, not the noise porton.
17. Indeed, NIHL is not a diagnosis at all. The form of hearing loss - and hence the
correct diagnosis - is “sensorineural hearing loss”, operatng at the interface
between physical movement response to sound in the middle ear and the
consequent neural signalling to the brain, principally due to damage to the cochlea
overwhelmed by high energy impulse from sound. NIHL is not a separate conditon
but rather one form of the conditon. Whether it is noise-induced is a mater of
aetology (medical) or causaton (legal).
18. What is also not a diagnosis is “idiopathic sensorineural hearing loss”. “Idiopathic”
is not a medical diagnosis but an admission of defeat. It simply means the cause/s
of a partcular conditon cannot be identfed. It is a “we don't know” conclusion. It
can readily be seen that when there are clear causatve factors, such as ageing and
exposure to damaging noise, to introduce the concept of additonal “idiopathic”
factors is ofen deliberately confusing and logically inappropriate. It does not accord
with the Occam's Razor principle of scientfc and philosophical analysis, which
amounts to an injuncton to look to the identfed potental causes, not speculate
about unknowns. Another important point is that the statstcal data for age-related
levels must include these “unknown” factors causatve of hearing loss within the
populaton, since they cannot be identfed to screen them out in the selecton of
data subjects. Thus the comparison of the Claimant's hearing with AAHL is a
comparison of his/her hearing with levels associated with age and idiopathic factors.
The net result should be that derived from any identfable causes screened from
the data, most partcularly noise damage. This is well understood by defence
doctors, though it is perhaps a litle surprising how ofen they do not explain it to
the court in their reports.
19. In the case of noise damage, this afects principally higher frequencies, depending in
part upon the frequency profle of the damaging noise. In this way it is precisely the
same type of loss as is sufered by everyone as part of the ageing process. This is
why noise damage is ofen said to have an “ageing efect”, a bringing forward of
9 [2007] EWHC B1 (QB). This litgaton led to the Supreme Court case in Baker v Quantum [2011] UKSC 17; [2011]
ICR 523.
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losses that would have been sufered wholly or partly in any event with later age. It
is also why noise damage is ofen thought to be prety much overtaken by or
subsumed in advancing age loss for most people by about age 80. It is nonetheless
serious for that, of course. It is one thing to sufer hearing losses which exclude you
from ordinary conversaton in hubbub when you are in your 70s or 80s and possibly
less inclined to go “clubbing”, quite another to become isolated from ordinary
socialising in lively bars and other crowded places when in early middle age and
sometmes younger.
20. The number of claims for NIHL was untl recently on a sharp upward trajectory,
though the data (as opposed to the hyperbole) show that it is declining again now.
The claims are ofen of relatvely low value, and indeed when conducted on a
“turnover” business basis by barely-qualifeds, sometmes in danger of being quite
seriously undervalued. They commonly refect years of tortous failure by
employers to guard against noise injury to employees, and the emphasis on “access
to justce” should be as heavily put upon “justce” as it is upon “access”. Be that as
it may, the costs to claim value rato is high, and this has been of obvious concern to
EL insurers. As one experienced defence lawyer has put it 10:
The rise in NIHL claims has been created by a combinaton of a number of factors. The recent Jackson
reforms to the litgaton process have slashed the proftability of bread-and-buter personal injury claims
for claimant law frms. NIHL claims are relatvely cheap and easy to come by through the use of screening
campaigns, with many claimant frms commissioning mobile screening facilites to visit working mens’
clubs and other potentally rich seams of new business. In additon, rightly or wrongly such claims have
perhaps been seen by many in the claims industry as being “easy wins”. This might have been in the case in
the past, but broadly speaking the defendant claims industry has upped its game considerably in recent
years, with many teams now able to put forward cogent medical arguments to defeat many claims without
having to resort to costly medical experts. At the start of this recent surge, many of the claims were
strong. However, it appears that as the numbers of the beter claims were depleted, some claimant frms
seem to now be reduced to scraping the botom of the barrel and putng forward the more borderline or
even downright hopeless claims in the hope of recouping the investments they made gathering them in.

21. It is easy to see how the batle lines have become drawn. It is common for every
issue of defence to be kept alive by Defendants for quite a long tme as a general
discouragement to sue and encouragement to setle cheap including with global
ofers. Pour encourager les autres perhaps.
The meaning of “personal injury”
22. NIHL claims (as other disease claims) are complex for business and
medical/audiological/technical reasons, but the governing legal principles of liability
and quantum are no diferent from any other claims. In partcular for present
purposes, the identfcaton of a compensatable11 injury is a mater of general
principle, discussed in depth in the asbestos cases, and in partcular, the House of
10 Nick Mallen: “The recent surge of NIHL claims”, Geldards LLP website, 11 January 2015
11 Like Lord Hofman cited below, I prefer this form, though others prefer “compensable”.
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Lords' decision of Rothwell v Chemical and Insulatng Co Ltd [2007] UKHL 39, [2008]
AC 281. Rothwell was one of ten cases brought by claimants who sufered from
pleural plaques. The issue was summarised by Lord Hofman in the House of Lords
as follows:
The queston is whether someone who has been negligently exposed to asbestos in the course of his
employment can sue his employer for damages on the ground that he has developed pleural plaques.
These are areas of fbrous thickening of the pleural membrane which surrounds the lungs. Save in very
exceptonal cases, they cause no symptoms. Nor do they cause any other asbestos-related diseases. But
they signal the presence in the lungs and pleura of asbestos fbres which may independently cause lifethreatening or fatal diseases such as asbestosis or mesothelioma. In consequence, a diagnosis of pleural
plaques may cause the patent to contemplate his future with anxiety or even sufer clinical depression.

23. At frst instance, Holland J had held that the existence of pleural plaques showed
that the lungs had been permanently penetrated by asbestos fbres and, in
accordance with the decision in Cartledge v E Jopling & Sons[1963] AC 758, this
would not itself found a cause of acton. However, a combinaton of the
physiological damage caused by such permanent penetraton, coupled with an
assessable risk of physical symptoms developing and the associated anxiety of fear
of contractng far worse cancerous conditons, was enough to sustain a cause of
acton.
24. On appeal, Lord Phillips CJ and Longmore LJ (Lady Justce Smith dissentng) held that
Cartledge was correct, and that pleural plaques did not satsfy the de minimis test
and so did not amount to harm or damage that consttuted a cause of acton. Lord
Phillips CJ said at paragraph 21:
The principle that judges used to describe as "de minimis non curat lex" is one of policy. It is but one of a
number of principles of policy which are of relevance to this appeal. The courts will not allow their process
to be used to pursue a claim unless what is at stake justfes the use of the process. A claim for negligence
will only lie where damage has been caused that is worth suing for.

It is worth bearing in mind this expression “worth suing for”; in the types of
permanent sensory loss cases with which we are here concerned, one does not
really encounter awards of less than £1,000 and even one as low as £1500 is quite
rare. Lord Phillips went on:
In Cartledge v Jopling [1963] AC 758, Lord Pearce said: 'The cause of acton accrued when it reached a
stage, whether known or unknown, at which a judge could properly give damages for the harm that had
been done.
It seems to us that this comes close to the defniton of 'signifcant injury' in secton 14(2) of the Limitaton
Act 1980, namely injury in respect of which a claimant: 'would reasonably have considered it sufciently
serious to justfy his insttutng proceedings for damages against a defendant who did not dispute liability
and was able to satsfy a judgment.
Indeed, in Paterson v Ministry of Defence (unreported, 29 July 1986), Simon Brown J held that material
damage sufcient to set tme running was the same as damage 'necessary to complete a claimant's cause
of acton in negligence'.
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Accordingly, it was held that pleural plaques did not give rise to a cause of acton
even when their existence was coupled with the chance that harm or damage might
develop and corresponding anxiety. Lord Phillips said:
There is no legal precedent in this country, beyond frst instance decisions, for aggregatng three heads of
claim, which individually, could not found a cause of acton, so as to consttute sufcient damage to give
rise to a legal claim.

25. This was pithily summarised in argument and in subsequent commentary as “zero +
zero + zero = zero”. The Court of Appeal went further, applying Page v Smith [1996]
AC 155 and referring to Fletcher v Commissioners of Public Works [2003] 1 IR 465 in
deciding that a claimant who sufered a depressive illness as a result of an anxiety
that he might develop a related disease cannot recover for this illness as it was not a
reasonably foreseeable consequence of the defendant's breach of duty since a
person of reasonable forttude would not have reacted in this way.
26. The House of Lords upheld the decision of the Court of Appeal. Lord Hofman
summarised the positon as follows at paragraphs 2 to 9:
2. Proof of damage is an essental element in a claim in negligence and in my opinion the symptomless
plaques are not compensatable damage. Neither do the risk of future illness or anxiety about the
possibility of that risk materialising amount to damage for the purpose of creatng a cause of acton,
although the law allows both to be taken into account in computng the loss sufered by someone who has
actually sufered some compensatable physical injury and therefore has a cause of acton. In the absence
of such compensatable injury, however, there is no cause of acton under which damages may be claimed
and therefore no computaton of loss in which the risk and anxiety may be taken into account. It follows
that in my opinion the development of pleural plaques, whether or not associated with the risk of future, is
not actonable injury. The same is true even if the anxiety causes a recognised psychiatric illness such as
clinical depression. The right to protecton against psychiatric illness is limited and does not extend to
illness which would be sufered only by an unusually vulnerable person because of apprehension that he
may sufer a tortuous injury. The risk of the future disease is not actonable and neither is a psychiatric
illness caused by the contemplaton of that risk. ...
7. ... a claim in tort based on negligence is incomplete without proof of damage. Damage in this sense is an
abstract concept of being worse of, physically or economically, so that compensaton is an appropriate
remedy. It does not mean simply a physical change, which is consistent with making one beter, as in the
case of a successful operaton, or with being neutral, having no perceptble efect upon one's health or
capability.
8. How much worse of must one be? An acton for compensaton should not be set in moton on account
of a trivial injury. De minimis non curat lex. But whether an injury is sufciently serious to found a claim for
compensaton or too trivial to justfy a remedy is a queston of degree. Because people do not ofen go to
the trouble of bringing actons to recover damages for trivial injuries, the queston of how trivial is trivial
has seldom arisen directly. It has however arisen in connecton with the Limitaton Act, under which the
primary rule is that tme runs from the date on which the cause of acton accrues. In an acton for
negligence, that means the date upon which the claimant sufered damage which cannot be characterised
as trivial. To identfy that moment was the vital queston in Cartledge v E Jopling & Sons Ltd[1963] AC 758,
in which the employees had sufered death or serious injury from damage to their lungs caused by
exposure to fragmented silica. At a date earlier than the commencement of the limitaton period their
lungs had sufered damage which would have been visible upon an X-ray examinaton, reduced their lung
capacity in a way which would show itself in cases of unusual exerton, might advance without further
inhalaton, made them more vulnerable to tuberculosis or bronchits and reduced their expectaton of life.
But in normal life the damage produced no symptoms and they were unaware of it. The House of Lords
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afrmed the view of the trial judge and the Court of Appeal that a cause of acton had arisen and the claims
(as the law then stood) were statute-barred.
9. The members of the Court of Appeal and the House of Lords used slightly diferent words to express the
degree of injury which must have been sufered. In the Court of Appeal ([1962] 1 QB 189) Harman LJ spoke
(at p 199) of loss or damage "not being insignifcant" and Pearson LJ said (at p 208) that the cause of acton
accrues when "the plaintf concerned has sufered serious harm". In the House of Lords ([1963] AC 758)
Lord Reid said (at pp 771-772) that the cause of acton accrues when the wrongful act has caused personal
injury "beyond what can be regarded as negligible." Lord Evershed (at p 774) spoke of "real damage as
distnct from purely minimal damage". Lord Pearce (with whom all the rest of their Lordships agreed) said
(at p 779): "it is for a judge or jury to decide whether a man has sufered any actonable harm and in
borderline cases it is a queston of degree" It is a queston of fact in each case whether a man has sufered
material damage by any physical changes in his body. Evidence that those changes are not felt by him and
may never be felt tells in favour of the damage coming within the principle of de minimis non curat lex. On
the other hand, evidence that in unusual exerton or at the onset of disease he may sufer from his hidden
impairment tells in favour of the damage being substantal.'

Lord Rodger of Earlsferry went further and set out the test as follows:
87. In summary, three elements must combine before there is a cause of acton for damages for personal
injuries caused by a defendant's negligence or breach of statutory duty. There must be (1) a negligent act
or breach of statutory duty by the defendant, which (2) causes an injury to the claimant's body and (3) the
claimant must sufer material damage as a result.

27. Since asymptomatc pleural plaques were found to be de minimis in Rothwell, there
is a danger of treatng that decision as authority for the propositon that the
presence of symptoms is in itself sufcient to make an injury or conditon cross the
threshold of materiality. However, put in that way this is not our law. Lord Hope
(with whom Lords Rodger and Mance agreed) said:
47. … In strict legal theory a wrong has been done whenever a breach of the duty of care results in a
demonstrable physical injury, however slight. But the policy of the law is not to entertain a claim for
damages where the physical efects of the injury are no more than negligible. Otherwise the smallest cut,
or the lightest bruise, might give rise to litgaton the costs of which were out of all proporton to what was
in issue. The policy does not provide clear guidance as to where the line is to be drawn between efects
which are and are not negligible. But it can at least be said that an injury which is without any symptoms at
all because it cannot be seen or felt and which will not lead to some other event that is harmful has no
consequences that will atract an award of damages. Damages are given for injuries that cause harm, not
for injuries that are harmless..

It is perhaps obvious that “the smallest cut, or the lightest bruise” is a mater of
somewhat subjectve judgment about which I fear diferent judges may well have
very diferent views. In any event, I remain of the view that it will be a rare case
where tortously inficted harm gives rise to symptoms yet does not result in
enttlement to at least modest damages, and this is partcularly so in cases of
demonstrable sensory defcit.
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When is NIHL personal injury?
28. This brings me to the issue in NIHL cases. That is whether someone complaining of
NIHL has, albeit that it is agreed that NIHL has been occasioned, sufered
compensatable loss. This argument ofen proceeds upon an analysis of the
claimant's hearing in the frequency range 1-3 kHz, said to be “normal” or “within
normal ranges”, the later especially within the interquartle range 12 of levels for
non-noise efects (loosely equated to the efects of ageing, or “age associated
hearing loss” = “AAHL”). Those frequencies are said to be the “principal speech
frequencies”, most required for everyday comprehension of speech. Conventonally
then, disability in hearing terms is equated with losses in that frequency range.
Disability, of course, is not the test of enttlement to damages for personal injury. I
can successfully sue you for damages for a minor injury which no-one would
sensibly consider “disabling”.
29. Another point to bear in mind is what we used to call the “Lynford Christe point”,
or perhaps more up to date the “Usain Bolt point”, namely that if some physical
afect caused me to be able to run 100m in 9.99 seconds, I would not consider that
an injury, but Usain Bolt undoubtedly would if it happened to him. Concepts of
what hearing is “normal” have to be treated with care, since just as with other
examples of biological variaton described in statstcal centle distributons, this is
only an approximaton by reference to the 50% of people within the interquartle
range, so that even the least able within that range may be considered “normal” for
these purposes, yet may be considerably “worse of” than those at the top of the
range of “normal”.
30. As to relevant frequencies, it should be remembered that even in the early bulk
cases of NIHL, those against the Ford Motor Company heard mainly by HHJ PaynterReece in the 1970s and 1980s, the court admited evidence about, and considered,
reductons of hearing at 1, 2 and 3 kHz, but also at 1, 2 and 4 kHz. The classical
indicator of a noise-induced impairment of otherwise “normal” hearing was then,
and has consistently since, been accepted to be “notching” or “bulging” of the
shape of the claimant's audiogram around the 4 kHz frequency, because that is
understood to be the part of the frequency spectrum where the human inner ear
(cochlea) is most vulnerable to damage by noise, so that a relatvely larger efect is
shown there, appearing as the notch or bulge. This does not mean, of course, that
hearing at other frequencies is not also noise afected, and the original CLB artcle
was clear in pointng this out and indicatng that its use was confned to “diagnosis”
(strictly causaton analysis for the reasons noted above about the true diagnosis)
rather than quantfcaton. In essence the notch was a mater of patern, not
quantum.

12 That is between the 75th (upper or beter) and 25th centles (lower or worse) representng 50% of the data
subjects in the data distributon.
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31. However, it follows also that concentraton on partcular frequency ranges is legally
difcult. The court is not concerned to evaluate only specifc types of impairment ,
but to consider whether the claimant is – overall - appreciably, or more than
negligibly, worse of because of the noise damage element of overall hearing levels,
and then do its best to assess and compensate for the extent of such adverse efect,
whether that be serious or minor, provided more than negligible.
32. I pause to note that negligible is a very low standard. If I assault you and bruise you,
then it would be a rare judge who suggested that even the painless bruise did not
merit any award for the invasion of your bodily integrity (though I accept that the
act of assault is itself generally worthy of compensaton for that reason). Lord Hope
suggests that “mere” bruise is insufcient for compensaton, and certainly it is
common for bruising and grazing to be treated as “one of those things” partcularly
amongst manual workers or those undertaking contact sports, for example.
However, this is very much a mater of degree, and it does not take much to merit a
damages award. Indeed, this was the very point that Dame Janet was making in her
dissent in Rothwell in the Court of Appeal, namely that a very minor and indeed
symptomless physiological change externally would usually merit a damages award,
albeit not of great amount. Her contenton was that the invisible internal
physiological change should likewise be compensatable as an alteraton of bodily
integrity. The House of Lords disagreed, but this does not elevate “more than
negligible” to any higher standard. To borrow the Prime Minister's recent mantra,
negligible means negligible.
33. It is right to note that real but very short lived, or transient, physical symptoms
without physiological change and caused by variable anxiety/stress not itself at
actonable level may be considered negligible and not compensatable, but such
cases can be expected to be very rare: see Hussain v West Mercia Constabulary
[2008]13. In that case, the psychiatric evidence was that whilst the claimant did not
have a current psychiatric diagnosis, nevertheless he experienced signifcant anxiety
symptoms at stressful tmes, including irritability and physical discomfort, probably
deriving from perceived muscular tension in the lef arm and leg. The Court of
Appeal upheld the judge's rejecton of the claim, holding that the numbness of the
lef arm and leg were transient, afectng him only when under stress and that did
not take his case beyond those in which the only symptoms were (non clinical)
stress, anxiety and the like. Similarly, the numbness referred to was not physical
injury or damage so as to amount to material damage.
34. Accordingly, whilst of course those with major disabling hearing loss will inevitably
have such loss in the “conventonal” 1-2-3 kHz range, this is not to say that those
with losses appearing at other frequency ranges (consistent with noise damage)
have no compensatable loss. As noted, 4 kHz is the frequency most likely to be
worst afected by noise injury and it is rather unsurprising if losses consistent with
13
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damage afectng percepton at around that frequency are most common. Whilst
originally it seemed to be accepted generally by advising clinicians (usually ENT
surgeons/otolaryngologists) that this was an important frequency for “shaping” or
“giving structure to” speech sounds (ofen referred to as “discriminaton”) in mixed
noise situatons, not so important in 1-to-1 conversaton but vital in busy pubs, this
seems more in dispute now in some quarters. One way it is put is that the 1-2-3
kHz average “gives a much beter refecton of everyday hearing ability”. Whilst this
may be true, and it is relevant to consideraton of the extent of a loss, it does not of
itself answer the questons as to what is the claimant's loss and whether it should
be considered negligible so as to prevent recovery of even modest damages, despite
the assumed fnding (or commonly admission) that some estmable NIHL has been
caused to him/her by the torteasor. On the other hand, one of the experts most
associated with defence instructon has (again) conceded in evidence very recently
that:
The evidence suggests that signifcant loss at 4 kHz will cause people some difculty in perceiving speech
clearly in a noisy background.

What is “signifcant” must surely be a mater of expert evidence in the individual
case against the background of the claimant's account of any symptoms of hearing
loss (and or tnnitus) experienced.
35. Amongst many issues before him, HHJ Inglis J was asked to address the queston in
Parkes v Meridian. He said:
125. This debate … did not arise in a satsfactory way. If there is work to be published in the future, then I
think any efect on awards of damages in hearing loss cases must await such publicaton and peer review. I
do not accept, however, the argument for the Defendants based on de minimis. The smallness of a level of
risk may be relevant in assessing how an employer should act in partcular circumstances. It does not
prevent compensaton for hearing loss being appropriate where the impairment has led or will lead to
some level of disability, even if only minor. For small amounts of noise damage that will lead to awards at
the botom end of the damages scale, the key decision in my judgment is whether a real degree of noise
induced impairment can be confdently diagnosed on the balance of probability. I have said in that
connecton where there are low noise exposures in partcular that the approach to that decision, in order
to pass the standard of proof, must be robust. If it is sufciently robust, then there will be a characteristc
degree of impairment, typically at 4 kHz, but certainly in the range 3-6 kHz. There is likely also to be a
threshold at least at one frequency raised above what would be expected by age alone. I accept that such
impairment will, either at the tme of examinaton, or later with the development of presbyacusis, result in
disability that develops earlier and is more severe at the tme of life it develops than would otherwise be
the case. The reference to small degrees of noise induced loss being overwhelmed is misleading. In tme,
depending upon the degree to which presbyacusis develops, it may be. But the evidence of Prof. Lutman
that noise induced loss and age related loss are broadly additve at least up to about a threshold of 40dB is
borne out by ISO1999, and as explained by Prof. Robinson in his 1987 paper. I do not accept that
impairment at 4 kHz (or even at 6 kHz in those cases where the degree of impairment at that frequency will
support a diagnosis in a low noise case) is irrelevant because it will not have any practcal efect on the
claimant. As to 4 kHz in partcular I found the evidence of Dr Rajput convincing. As a result of extensive
clinical experience she ataches great importance to 4 kHz, so much so that she used 4 kHz to arrive at an
average in the one case she was concerned with. She was supported in that approach by Mr McCombe.
Both he and Dr Yeoh included 6 kHz as being in the range of frequencies important to speech.
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36. It has been suggested that HHJ Inglis, deciding that case prior to their Lordships'
decision in Rothwell was “wrong” but I do not see how. The judge was fnding and
assertng that minor injury stll merits compensaton. In partcular he posited that
what is required for compensaton is that “the impairment has led or will lead to
some level of disability, even if only minor” and that he had to fnd “a real degree of
noise induced impairment”. He linked this to the “diagnostc” process, requiring in
his judgment a notch (= relatve defcit to that expected for age) of 10 dBHL around
4 kHz. This is clearly correct. It is only if the claimant has had, now has or only ever
will have some negligible level of symptoms/loss of amenity that compensaton is
not due upon proof of breach of duty causing NIHL.
37. As noted above, that use of the word “disability”, though causing no difcult as used
by HHJ Inglis, has led to problems elsewhere and can distract from the true issues
here. A claimant does not have to be “disabled” to be enttled to compensaton,
save where “disabled” is used in a very narrow and highly technical way, more or
less equal to (more than negligible) “inability” or “inhibiton”. Noise damage causes
sensory loss of hearing which is permanent and which, by virtue of the audiometric
fndings, is almost always “appreciable” by clinicians even if the claimant is or has at
tmes been unaware of it subjectvely. To what extent that has efects upon the life
of the claimant is something the court must investgate when asked, and it may fnd
that the efects are negligible in the Rothwell sense, but it should be very careful in
doing so, and only upon the evidence before it, certainly not decisions of lower
courts themselves decided upon diferent and limited evidence.
38. There is a major diference between a lack of symptoms or subjectve awareness in
sensory loss cases compared with more conventonal tssue-damage injuries. It is of
the essence of loss of sensory percepton that one is not or may not be aware of it.
If a loss of percepton is established on the evidence which means that the
claimant's life is in fact diminished, whether or not, or for how long, s/he is or has
been aware of that, or the extent of that awareness, are factors which of course go
to the severity of the injury. Lack of awareness should not, however, be the
ultmate test of injury or negligible efects. The logic of such a propositon is that
someone injured at birth and rendered deaf or blind so as never to have heard or
seen has no claim for damages for those sensory defcits That also is not our law,
and there is a balance to be struck here by the court in considering whether the
claimant has or has not sufered injury more than “negligible”. I do not consider it
“negligible” if someone is unable to hear the textured harmonics of musical notes
above 3 khz and hence the rich tmbre of diferent instruments, or unable to hear
birdsong, whether or not s/he was a musician or ornithologist.
39. In the end, the queston of whether the claimant has sufered appreciable injury,
whose efects are more than merely negligible, so as to be compensatable under
the law upon proof of tortous causaton, is a queston of fact for the fact-fnding
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tribunal upon the evidence adduced before it. Individual decisions are accordingly
unlikely to provide any more than illustratons, and should be treated with extreme
care. They will, of course, be cited by partes who wish the instant tribunal to
accept the same or similar evidence as was accepted by that/those other judge/s,
but the instant judge is hearing this evidence, not that evidence, and it is
forensically dishonest to present these other cases in any other way.
The recent cases
Hughes
40. Our current hare was set running in the decision of Recorder Grubb sitng at Cardif
in Hughes v Rhondda Cynon Taf CBC (2012) 14. The claimant claimed for NIHL arising
from exposure to excessive noise during employment with the defendant as a
builder’s labourer between 1969-1986. He started to experience difcultes in
hearing speech against a noisy background from 2009 at age 60. Breach of duty was
admited but causaton was disputed. None of the 5 audiograms considered by the
court showed any signifcant hearing “disability” across the 1-2-3 kHz frequency
range, applying the sometmes controversial ‘Black Book’ 15 method for assessment
of hearing “disability”. It is noteworthy that the judge cited extensively from the
joint report, including the following (with my emphasis added):
If the audiograms taken afer ear protecton was issued or analysed by the ‘Black Book' method, which is
well-known to over-estmate hearing disability, only the last gives a positve disability assessment so, by
this method, there is no disability due to NIHL.

It is clear from this that Mr Jones, the defendant's expert, drafed the joint statement.
The Black Book is not “well-known” to do that; it provides a proposed measure of
disability which is rather artfcial, partly because it focusses purely upon the 1-3 kHz
range. The problem with it is its artfciality in applicaton to all situatons, not its
inherent “generosity”. Those actng for claimants should always be extremely
unhappy with any expert instructed for the claimant who permits the defence
expert to draf the joint statement. We have too much experience of those
claimant experts aferwards saying “I didn't mean that” or “I didn't agree that”.
41. In the case, unsurprisingly, claimant's counsel abandoned reliance on loss over 1-2-3
khz in his closing submissions. However, for the frst tme apparently, in oral
evidence the claimant’s medical expert had advanced the argument that losses at 4
kHz gave rise to a “disability”. It might be thought that the late introducton of this
contenton was forensically difcult. It was common ground that there were a few
decibels of loss at 4 kHz caused by noise but defence counsel argued that whilst
14 Unreported, 3 August
15 Guidelines for Medico-legal Practce: Assessment of Hearing Disability (1992), King, Coles, Lutman & Robinson.
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there was “impairment” there was no relevant “disability”. The judge agreed. He
recorded again what had apparently been agreed in the joint statement:
The joint report then contnues: “Any disability he now has is largely due to the efects of age associated or
idiopathic loss. As his hearing is fundamentally a litle beter than average for his age, compared with
average for his age, he does not have a disability, while compared with young human hearing he does. The
average man of his age does not need hearing aids.”
49.There, the experts jointly acknowledge that the claimant has “beter than average” hearing for his age
and, therefore, does not have a disability.

42. This is, in fact, a non-sequitur, and does not address whether this claimant has
sufered sensory defcit, but given the state of the medical evidence it is not
surprising the Recorder reached that view, and it was the end of the claim. He held
that the claimant was not “appreciably worse of” and the change in hearing fell
within the de minimis principle so as not to be actonable.
43. It is unsurprising that good defence lawyers saw here a way of defeatng badly
evidenced claims, and the case gave rise to much comment in the online
publicatons and reliance upon this decision as “authority”. Hughes had clearly
demonstrated that de minimis defences can succeed in NIHL claims.
44. It is important to note that the relevant claimant's expert evidence before the
Recorder was both late and limited, which is not an unusual circumstance when the
courts seek to restrict expert evidence in enthusiastc reliance upon CPR35.1 despite
its test of what evidence is “reasonably required”. In partcular, that evidence does
not appear to have included any reference to the studies which support the
signifcant role of hearing at 4 kHz for speech recogniton.
Holloway
45. Next, in Holloway v Tyne Thames Technology (2015) 16, HHJ Freedman found that the
defendant was in breach of duty throughout the claimant’s employment from 1993
to 2006. The medical experts were agreed, and Judge Freedman accordingly found,
that the claimant had sustained NIHL during her employment. The primary issue for
determinaton was whether the claim failed as de minimis. Judge Freedman
accepted the test to be applied was whether the claimant was appreciably worse of
by reason of the noise component of his hearing loss, in accordance with Rothwell.
He agreed with claimant counsel's summary that
10. … it is a queston of fact and degree for the court to determine ... minor injuries are compensatable
[though] the odd scratch or bruise would not be considered to be compensatable being a transient and
uterly trivial injury.

46. The medical experts were divided on two issues: frstly, the quantfcaton of the
noise loss itself; secondly, whether the claimant notced her additonal noise loss at
16

Unreported, 7 May
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4 kHz. As to quantfcaton, Prof. Homer for the claimant said the claimant had
either a 6 dBHL (binaural 1-2-3 kHz DHSS mean) or 9 dB (1-2-4 kHz) noise loss, by
using median statstcs for age 60 individuals from the Modifed ISO 7029 (1984)
tables, although the claimant was aged 68 at the tme of examinaton, because
there were other indicatons that absent noise damage Mrs Holloway's hearing was
beter than the median statstcal data for her actual age. Prof. Lutman contended
that the noise loss was 1.3 dB (binaural 1-2-3 kHz average) using age 70 statstcs
and did not consider this loss to be signifcant or have a material efect on the
claimant. If Prof. Lutman’s approach was preferred by the court, Prof. Homer agreed
the claimant’s hearing loss over 1-2-3 kHz would not be notceably diferent over
those frequencies. Judge Freedman was persuaded by Prof. Lutman’s evidence and
found that there was NIHL excess to age at 4 kHz of 11 and 16 dBHL respectvely on
the right and lef , thus a binaural DHSS mean of 12 dBHL atributable to noise
damage. Prof. Homer contended this loss was sufcient to show an appreciable or
non-negligible loss but Prof. Lutman did not agree, and told the judge that while the
claimant might notce the loss it would be so rarely that he could not accept that
she was materially afected. The judge was preferring the Lutman view and
preferred this one; the claim failed.
47. There are a number of troubling aspects of this case and the way the evidence
appears to have come out. For example, where there was clearly demonstrated
NIHL, namely at 4 kHz, was the frequency area directly referable to the sorts of
problems the claimant was reportng. At paragraph 14 of the judgment the judge
recorded:
14. Secondly, the account given by the claimant that she fnds it difcult to hear sounds clearly and
therefore has difculty in conversaton, partcularly when there is background noise, is not open to
queston. Such emerges from her witness statement and what she told Prof. Homer. It also appears in her
witness statement and in Prof. Homer’s frst report that she requires the volume of the television turned
up in order to hear and that she struggles somewhat to hear on the telephone.

48. Moreover, it is clear that the debate as to whether 4 kHz “matered” was conducted
solely by reference to speech. There was much discussion of specifc consonant
sounds, especially “s”, and the judge was impressed by Prof. Lutman's explanaton
of the technical concept of loudness recruitment and view that in hearing the “s”
sound she was “scarcely disadvantaged”. As he put it:
40. … Of course [Prof. Lutman] accepted that in that small window between 30 and 45 decibels, at the level
of 4 kHz, Mrs. Holloway would have impaired hearing. But that has to be looked at in the context of the
real world which Mr. Cooper reminds me. Conversaton at that level does not happen. Prof. Lutman told
me that speech cannot be produced between 35 or 40 decibels that is speech which involves vocalisaton;
only whispering is at that level.

49. Thus in the result the judge concluded that a NIHL of 12 dBHL out of a mean overall
level of 41 dBHL made no diference to her ability to perceive sound. This is
counterintuitve, not consistent with many other cases, and I regard it as a wrong
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approach to the queston of “appreciably worse of” in the context of sensory loss. I
do not live in the same “real world” clearly. The “what if it was my mum” test
suggest that if my mum can no longer hear whispered speech because of a
tortously inficted hearing loss, she should be compensated for that loss. The
proper answer to an “all a fuss about nothing” case is for the defendant to buy it of
cheaply and protect itself as to costs, not for the court to fail to mark the tort with
an award. I venture to suggest that had their Lordships in Rothwell been dealing
with pleural plaques which caused the claimant any measure of pain even at long
intervals of intermitence, then an award would have followed.
50. Moreover, speech is important, but it is not all that life holds. There appears to
have been no discussion at all in this case as to loss of percepton of higher pitched
sounds themselves (ie. in the range 4-10 kHz), such as birdsong, higher pitched
musical notes (and atendant harmonics) and higher pitched voices such as those of
females and children. It goes without saying, however, that if these maters are not
raised in the evidence before it, the court will not consider them.
51. One additonal practce point which emerges from this case concerns the issue of
loudness recruitment. The judge summarised:
40. Prof. Lutman explained the phenomenon of loudness recruitment. I do not think this was a
phenomenon which was challenged by [claimant counsel]. Put shortly, it comes to this. Once the level of
intensity is 15 decibels above the threshold hearing level, so in this case broadly 55 or 60, Mrs. Holloway
will be able to hear as well as someone who has no noise-induced hearing loss. It is a gradual process to
recruit or recover the ability to hear. But if that is right (and, as I say it is not challenged) then if “s” is being
spoken at or around 55 or 60 decibels then on the fgures presented to me by Prof. Lutman, the claimant is
scarcely disadvantaged. ...
41. … I do not critcise Prof. Homer for not being able to provide any data, but the fact remains that all he
can do is express an opinion without providing any research or science to support what he says. Of course,
he relies upon what is taught to medical students about the importance of a 4 kHz frequency but that, as I
say, does not answer the queston as to whether loss of decibels at the level of 10 or 15 in the range of 30
to 45 would produce a material as opposed to a minimal hearing loss.

It does not appear that on the evidence available to him, claimant counsel was in a
positon to challenge the views expressed by Prof. Lutman. The practce point is
that a claimant expert should always consider this aspect and advise on its
relevance to the positon of an individual claimant. One might say that something
that is habitually “taught to medical students” might cause the tribunal to be
cautous about acceptng an opposite propositon, but the poor court can only work
with the evidence it is given.
52. Again, it is unsurprising that the defence lawyers were very pleased with this
additonal string for their de minimis bow. One suggested that it “[might] well be a
signifcant weapon in combatng the rising tde of NIHL claims.” 17 However,
perhaps this is best viewed as a case in which the claimant's expert's evidence
simply did not impress the judge, who reacted by acceptng that of the defendant.
17 BC Legal, “Disease News”.
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It ofers no new principles of law, which appeared to be agreed.
Hinchclife
53. Within 5 days, HHJ Gosnell, sitng in Leeds, dismissed another claim on the basis
that the claimant failed to prove noise causaton: Hinchlife v Cadbury UK Ltd
(2015)18. The judge accepted as reliable a post-exposure workplace audiogram
which, if accurate, indicated no NIHL at that stage. However, he also addressed the
de minimis issue briefy, though in a way which provides even less of a basis for
“authority” than some of the other cases. The judge considered the test of whether
the claimant is “appreciably worse of’, and interpreted this test as meaning there
must be “real damage as distnct from damage which is purely minimal”. The judge
considered that the claimant was reportng symptoms caused by hearing loss which
were “appreciable and more than minimal”. The evidence in the case was that the
claimant sustained 1.7 dBHL of NIHL averaged over 1-2-3 kHz plus a loss of about
10-15 dBHL at 4 kHz and the experts agreed that the 1.7dBHL loss could not be
notceable. I note that this is dangerous territory where the diference computed
between that level and a “notceable” level is perhaps 1.3 dBHL (up to, say, 3 dBHL
average) in circumstances where that level is not being measured but estmated,
and the actual measured levels are each subject to a margin of error of 10 dBHL (5
each way in the testng process). However, they also agreed that the needs for
hearing aids had been accelerated by between 2-5 years and, on the Coles/Worgan
scale of disability, the claimant reached stage 1. HHJ Gosnell said:
23. I feel very uncomfortable in making an assessment as to the efect of this partcular hearing loss as I
had not been able to read the academic papers that Mr Zeitoun relied on. However, I have his evidence
that, in his professional opinion, having read and considered the fve papers he referred to, the loss of
hearing at that frequency is a contributng factor to an individual’s hearing handicap which he placed in the
witness box at about 25% of the total. There is evidence from the claimant that she has difculty talking to
other people on the telephone and across the table and it seemed to me she was describing difculty in
speech recogniton and intelligibility of the type described in the various papers referred to by [Mr]
Zeitoun. If Mr Zeitoun is right then the claimant is reportng symptoms caused by hearing loss which are
appreciable and more than minimal.
24. I have considered Mr Jones’s arguments on this issue but they seem to me to be based mainly on
asserton. His retort that he was not an expert on sensory psychology may of course be accurate but it is
not a convincing response to academic papers which report the infuence of high frequency hearing loss on
speech intelligibility. I have to accept his point that the Black Book assessment only normally measures the
frequencies at l, 2 and 3 kHz but a Coles and Worgan assessment can also take into account slight difculty
with speech in noise which would move the assessment from 0 to 1. This was Mr Zeitoun’s assessment of
the claimant on that scale. It should also be borne in mind that both experts felt that the claimant’s need
for a hearing aid had been brought forward by two or fve years respectvely. This begs the queston why
this would be necessary if her hearing were not already worse.

54. Counsel had agreed that the quantum for such loss at £2,800 and it is implicit that
this is the award which would have followed had causaton generally been
18 Unreported, 12 May
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established by the claimant. It is, perhaps, of partcular interest that the expert, and
the judge, both appear to have taken an approach considering that the NIHL
element of the overall hearing thresholds/levels was making a material contributon
(25%) to the efects of those overall levels, rather than simply considering it from
the point of view of whether the marginal increase due to the NIHL was itself
perceptble.
Lomas
55. Within 6 weeks Recorder Hinclife QC 19was asked to consider the issue in Lomas v
London Electric Wire Company & Smiths Ltd (2015)20. Here the claimant claimed
damages for NIHL and tnnitus. The defendants argued that if the claimant had
developed tnnitus it was not proved on the balance of probabilites that it arose as
a result of his exposure to harmful levels of noise and they claimed that the hearing
loss was de minimis.
56. The claimant’s expert, Mr Lloyd, initally computed the claimant’s average binaural
NIHL over 1-2-3 and 4 kHz at 11.5 dBHL. However, in his oral evidence he conceded
that his calculaton was “incorrect” - I infer in the very limited sense that the
standard DHSS calculaton is undertaken over 1-2-3 kHz - which he calculated to
produce binaural mean of only 3 dBHL. This is of course entrely consistent with the
greatest measured defcit being at 4 kHz but the recorder does not appear to have
been asked to consider this:
17. In his oral evidence today when giving evidence in chief [Mr Lloyd] accepted that he had not
undertaken a proper calculaton in relaton to all of the available audiometry and his evidence this morning
was that the proper average over 1, 2 and 3 kHz bilaterally was 3 decibels. That, of course, is a substantal
alteraton to the overall hearing loss and it is that alteraton to his evidence that has led the defendant to
submit, with a degree of force, that the extent to which the claimant has sufered any damage is such that
it is de minimis and is so low as not to atract any award of compensaton. I have no doubt that this change
resulted in the defendants deciding not to call Prof. Lutman to give evidence.
20. … The signifcant frequencies for speech and speech percepton in this case on the evidence before me
are the frequencies of 1, 2 and 3 kHz. I have not been burdened with the dispute that sometmes takes
place as to the signifcance of hearing loss at 4 kHz...

57. The defendant referred the judge to Rothwell and Holloway and pleaded de
minimis, and as to the 3 dBHL of NIHL, the recorder agreed, although it will appear
from the other cases that that is not the medical consensus for average loss of that
amount over the critcal speech frequencies, and it may mean a signifcant bringing
forward of the future need for aiding. However, crucial in this regard was Mr
Lloyd's concession that there was “no diminuton in his hearing whatsoever”, far
more important in Rothwell terms than the inherently artfcial number:
26. The frst point to make is that I can only deal with this case on the basis of the evidence that I have
19 One “h” not two; not to be confused with the case of Hinchclife.
20 Unreported, 22 June
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before me and insofar as I am dealing with the claim in relaton to hearing loss it is Mr Lloyd’s evidence
which I accept. That is that the claimant, having sufered a bilateral hearing loss of 3 decibels at 1, 2 and 3
kHz, would have no appreciaton of any harm or diminuton in his hearing whatsoever. Mr Lloyd was
clearly atemptng to do the best he could to assist the claimant but ultmately it was his very clear
evidence that there would be no appreciable harm or loss.

58. However, the defendant's tactcal ploy backfred, because the the judge went on to
fnd (upon the basis of Mr Lloyd's unchallenged evidence on the point) that the
tnnitus was caused by the tortous exposure to the harmful levels of noise. The
claimant was awarded £3,000 for the tnnitus.
Briggs
59. Within 3 months, HHJ Coe QC decided the case of Briggs v RHM Frozen Food
Limited (2015)21 at Shefeld. The claimant alleged she sustained NIHL whilst
employed by the defendant between 1981 and 2006. Breach under the Noise at
Work Regulatons 1989 was established for the period 1990-1999, from which tme
the claimant was provided with training and wore hearing protecton. Pre 1990
exposure was non-negligent. The claimant’s hearing was said to be essentally
“normal” between 1-3 kHz and typical for her age, but HHJ Coe QC crucially found
there was NIHL of “between 10-15dB” at 4 kHz, which probably means 10 dBHL on
one side and 15 on the other, though this is not clear from the judgment. She
recorded the evidence of Prof. Homer:
16. In respect of the quantfcaton of loss and loss of functon Prof. Homer agrees that a calculaton over 1,
2 and 3kHz is “slightly” preferred by the “Black Book” but emphasises that this method does not imply that
hearing loss is restricted to those frequencies or that frequencies outside that range do not confer a
disability. He cites ... support from ISO 1999, Lutman and Coles, the Britsh ENT Associaton and the Britsh
Society of Audiology for the value of a calculaton over 1, 2 and 4 kHz.
17. He goes on to suggest that considering the loss at 4 kHz itself may be useful. This is a critcal frequency
for hearing and in his view represents the cause of the claimant’s hearing disability. He specifcally states
that any dismissal of there being any importance of impaired hearing at 4 kHz would be an opinion that
would be outside of mainstream ENT and audiological opinion. He considers this to be very basic
knowledge within audiology and refers to the “speech banana”. He considers that the claimant’s
descripton of her symptoms is entrely consistent with a loss at 4 kHz. …
22. … He acknowledged that there is no measurable loss at 1, 2 and 3 kHz, but said that this has always
been his view. There is signifcant loss at 4 kHz which correlates exactly with the symptoms the claimant
reports and which is of consequence to her. His view was that if the claimant’s account is credible then the
loss at 4 kHz in her case is signifcant.

60. Prof. Homer also placed reliance on the claimant’s loss at 4kHz falling within the
well known “speech banana”, and advised the court that, in adults, hearing levels
falling within the speech banana can afect a person’s ability to follow what is being
said. The “speech banana” is a fgure drawn audiometrically to represent the
intensity and frequency of sounds of speech or “phenomes” in language, forming a
21 Unreported, 30th July
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banana-like shape:

61. Mr Phillip Jones, expert for the defendant in this as in many other recently fought
cases, argued that a 15dB loss at 4kHz would cause “no signifcant disability”, and
whilst a marked high-frequency loss above 2kHz would have a signifcant efect on
speech percepton, a loss of a few decibels at 4 kHz is of no great importance,
partcularly with good hearing at 1-3 kHz. He also considered that in respect of
disability in the claimant’s case that the “speech banana” was incorrect, statng that
the efect of this level of loss at 4kHz would not have an impact and there was
nothing to suggest that it would.
62. HHJ Coe QC, however, preferred the more clinically conventonal, research
supported views of Prof. Homer that the NIHL element materially contributed (the
test agreed by the defendant) to the claimant's overall hearing levels and hence
signifcant symptoms:
43. … I should say that I accept Professor Homer’s evidence about the signifcance of loss at this frequency
and I accept his evidence about the usefulness of the "speech banana". It seemed to me that Mr Jones’
rejecton of the accuracy of the speech banana was not founded on current clinical practce and
experience. It is agreed, of course, that there is no fxed method of assessing disability. Professor Homer
and Mr Jones are not experts in sensory psychology. Professor Homer felt that some people might be able
to adapt, but that some people would have a signifcant disability with a loss at 4 kHz. In his report
(although not in his oral evidence) Mr Jones seemed to allow for the possibility of some signifcant efect.
As I have already indicated I accept the claimant’s evidence. She describes a hearing disability. It is not
suggested that she is not straightorward in this regard.
44. To some extent there has been a rehearsal of the arguments dealt with by His Honour Judge Gosnell in
the case of Hinchclife v Six Contnents. In this case I accept that it is appropriate to look at the loss at 4 kHz
for the reasons identfed by Professor Homer. I accept the claimant’s evidence. I accept Professor Homer’s
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evidence that she is likely to need hearing aids sooner than would otherwise have been the case. In the
circumstances I conclude that the claimant’s difcultes outlined above and the future sooner need for
hearing aids make her appreciably worse of. She has sufered damage which is more than de minimis.

63. The judge made an apportoned award of damages for pain and sufering and loss of
amenity based on a full loss fgure of £4,000.
Roberts
64. Three months passed. Now HHJ Keyser QC was asked to grapple with all of this at
Wrexham. In Roberts v Prysmian Cables and Systems Limited (2015)22 he had the joy
of seeing 8 audiograms, 7 of which were carried out using Bekesy self-recording
decay audiometry23 during the claimant’s employment with the defendant between
1986 and 2004, the other by the only professionally administered pure tone
audiometry24 in 2012, upon which the claimant’s expert Mr Tomkinson provided his
inital report. This case is of especial note in that Mr Tomkinson never examined the
claimant but only reported on the documents provided to him. He calculated NIHL
of 10-11 dBHL over 1-2-3 kHz. When later provided with the 7 workplace
audiograms suggestng far beter hearing than the later 2012 audiogram, he
concluded that all of them (except one which he considered wholly unreliable)
showed a consistent patern for NIHL, but that the NIHL over 1-2-3 kHz was in fact
nil or minimal. He did, however, consider there was some damage at the higher
frequencies of 4 and 6 kHz, which might contribute to difcultes with conversaton
in noisy environments. He also found that the 2012 results showed that
deterioraton since 2004 was due to factors other than noise. In a fourth report,
however, he sought to assert a NIHL over 1-2-3 kHz of 3-5 dBHL estmated by
reference to all the audiometry, despite his expressed reservatons about relying
upon the workplace audiograms for computatonal purposes. In the second report
he had considered all audiograms but not ofered this estmate. Later stll, he
invited the court to disregard all of the workplace audiograms unless so heavily
adjusted (by 15-20 dBHL at each frequency) as to bring them into line with the 2012
pure tone audiometry.
65. HHJ Keyser QC was unimpressed that the second report had not been disclosed
untl afer Mr Tomkinson had been questoned upon the disclosed frst report. Even
the answers to the questons had not revealed the second report or its impact. The
22 Unreported, 30 October
23 Békésy audiometry, also called decay audiometry, is audiometry in which the subject controls increases and
decreases in intensity as the frequency of the stmulus is gradually changed so that the subject traces back and
forth across the threshold of hearing over the frequency range of the test. The test is quick and was frequently
used in military and industrial contexts.
24 Pure tone audiometry is a standardized hearing test in which air conducton hearing thresholds in decibels (db) for
a set of fxed frequencies between 250hz and 8,000hz are ploted on an audiogram for each ear independently. A
separate set of measurements is made for bone conducton. Amongst others, the Britsh Society of Audiologists
issues guidelines for adopton of correct conditons and procedures for testng.
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judge was similarly unimpressed with the expert's late change of positon in the
fourth report and clearly felt that it was given due to the nature of the (leading)
questons put by the claimant’s solicitors:
19. I may note at this stage the considerable extent to which Mr Tomkinson’s stated opinions have altered,
with regard in partcular (a) to the use of the Bekesy audiograms for the purpose of assessing the extent of
the noise-induced hearing loss, (b) to the adjustment necessary to the Bekesy results if they are to be used
for that purpose, and (c) to the explanaton for the marked diference between the results recorded in
2004 and in 2012.
20. … Mr Tomkinson has altered his positon considerably...the terms in which he has sought to argue Mr
Roberts’ case on points of evidence (notably in respect of answers recorded on the occupaton health
records) suggests that in doing so he has acted more as a partsan advocate than as an impartal expert.

66. The judge did not allow the claimant to rely upon the assessment of “3-5 dBHL”
within the fourth report, but he did not reject the expert's evidence altogether.
Indeed, he found against the defendant on de minimis for prety standard evidental
reasons. Urged by the defendant to “follow” the case of Holloway he declined,
saying (and in partcular note the fourth reason here):
35. … First, decisions of the County Court do not consttute precedents; that is of course true of
this decision also. Second, a decision as to what does and does not consttute an actonable injury is a
mater of fact and degree and must turn on the evidence in the partcular case. A fnding on the evidence in
one case is not a proper basis for a fnding in another case where the evidence has been diferent. I have
not had evidence of the kind that Judge Freedman had and cannot decide this case on the basis of the
evidence that was before him. Third, the dictum appears to have been obiter. Fourth, and with great
respect, if the dictum means that a loss of hearing that is capable of being subjectvely appreciated by the
hearer may not be compensable, I should be reluctant to agree. The critcal point in Johnston was that the
physical changes caused neither functonal impairment nor any symptoms. A hearing loss that is
imperceptble, though scientfcally measurable, and that has no functonal impact would be in the same
case. However, an impairment of the sense of hearing that is perceptble by the hearer would seem to be a
diferent situaton, even if it did not result in any apparent functonal impairment. I do not quite see why
one should not be compensated, even if only modestly, for physical changes that result in a notceable
diminuton of the faculty of hearing.

67. Again, the defendant sought here to make its case without obtaining its own
medical evidence or challenging the claimant’s expert in cross-examinaton, but
rather by relying on the “authority” of Holloway. In efect the defendant sought to
use the fndings in Holloway (on the evidence in that case of course) to challenge in
submission the claimant’s expert evidence. This was, of course, forensically
misconceived.
68. The judge concluded:
36. … The fact that loss at 4 and 6 kHz is not included in the calculaton of average binaural hearing loss
would militate against this conclusion only if it were shown on the evidence that the reason for its noninclusion was that it had no impact on functon or percepton. In fact, the evidence before me is, to the
contrary, that it can and in the present case does have some functonal signifcance.

69. An award of £1,500 was made on the basis that the contributon of noise damage to
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the overall disability was real and signifcant but slight:
37. In the light of my fndings, the award of damages for hearing loss must be very small. The evidence
establishes the bare minimum for a fnding of actonable damage; the contributon of noise damage to the
overall disability is very slight.

70. In relaton to the claimant's tnnitus, HHJ Keyser found that it arose afer the
claimant's retrement, well over a year afer the last tortous noise exposure, and
that he was not persuaded on the evidence before him that it was due to noise
exposure. Accordingly, no award was made for this or in relaton to any claimed
fnancial losses.
71. It is my view that in this factually complex case the judgment provides the best
review in this series of the applicable principles and most conventonal judicial
approach to what the claimant must do to prove loss, and how varying expert
evidence should be considered, in partcular when it is not directly opposed
evidentally.
Child
72. At the end of 2015 DJ Kelly in Birmingham was asked to join the happy judicial
throng, now in the fast track and with oral evidence only from the claimant himself.
It is worth considering because this is the forum in which we can now expect many
of these cases to be tried. Child v Brass & Alloy Pressings (Deritend) Ltd (2015)25 was
another NIHL claim in which the de minimis defence was run without a defence
audiological expert, and neither did the defendant put writen questons to the
claimant’s expert. Mr Manjaly was instructed by the claimant and produced a report
fnding average NIHL of 2.02 dB over 1-2-3 kHz and adding:
Mr Childs does not require hearing aids at present. However, he will beneft from the ftng of bilateral
hearing aids in the future. In my opinion, the client’s need for hearing aids has been accelerated by fve
years as a result of the exposure to loud noise...I can confrm that Mr Childs has NIHL of moderate severity.
This will have a moderate efect on his ability to enjoy social, domestc and recreatonal actvites.

73. The impossibility of the defendant's positon might have been obvious. However, DJ
Kelly was cited and considered Rothwell, Holloway, Hinchlife and Briggs. She noted
that in Holloway:
28. … Judge Freedman had the beneft of hearing medical evidence from two doctors, one on behalf of the
claimant and one on behalf of the defendant. The evidence before me today is limited to the medical
report from Mr Manjaly in its writen form, without Mr Manjaly being here to be subject to crossexaminaton.

74. Likewise, when referring to Hinchlife, she noted that HHJ Gosnell had the beneft of
hearing live medical evidence. The District Judge concluded:
25 Unreported, 21 December
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31. It is apparent from those three cases that the conclusion as to whether or not the loss is de minimis is
very fact specifc to an individual case. Mr Manjaly’s evidence is the only medical evidence I have before
me. At paragraph 16 of his report he confrms that the claimant has: “...NIHL of moderate severity. This will
have a moderate efect on his ability to enjoy social, domestc and recreatonal actvites. …
32. … The defendant chose not to ask questons of Mr Manjaly, nor, as I understand it, to seek permission
to rely on its own medical evidence. On the evidence that I have before me, I have unchallenged evidence
as to Mr Manjaly’s conclusion that there is a fve-year acceleraton as to the need for hearing aids. Doing
the best I can on the evidence before me, it seems to me that there is no evidence on which I can properly
reject the conclusion of Mr Manjaly as to the fve-year acceleraton period. Acceptng as I do, that the
claimant’s need for hearing aids has been accelerated by fve years, it does seem to me that the claimant is
appreciably worse of...

75. The District Judge awarded damages for pain and sufering and loss of amenity
based on a full valuaton of £4,000, with an allowance for one set of hearing aids
and related costs.
Mathews
76. There have been (at least) two further decisions of note in 2016. In Mathews v
Gardwell Coatngs Limited (2016) 26 Recorder Lowe QC, sitng in Cambridge,
accepted the defence medical evidence and hence found against the claimant on
causaton generally. However, he also considered the de minimis issue on the facts
of that case and said:
54. … has the claimant demonstrated that that he is appreciably worse of as a result of sufering NlHL per
Lord Hofman in Rothwell v. Chemical & Insulatng Co Ltd [2008} 1 AC 281 at 289? Is the damage
sufciently serious to found a claim for negligence or is it too trivial to justfy a remedy?
55. The claimant’s case at its highest was that the loss related to NlHL was in the order of the threshold of
percepton by the human ear i.e. just in excess of 3 dB. On my fndings above it gave rise to no perceived
adverse symptoms and he appears to have been unaware of it. However, in this hypothesis i would have to
proceed from the basis that the 2009 audiogram showed notching which was likely evidence of the NlHL. In
that context the loss might be small but it was real in the sense of permanent deprivaton of quality of
hearing, albeit marginal, at the higher register of sound and observable if one is listening to bird song, etc,
as described by Mr Webber. Although Mr Mathews did [not subjectvely] experience these features of the
resultng hearing loss, I would have concluded that it stood on the other side of the Rothwell divide, and
just into the category of compensatable personal injury. I should record that my award of general damages
for such a degree of loss as that identfed by Mr Webber of just in excess of 3 dB - accepted by him to be at
the threshold of percepton by the human ear - would have been at the lower end of the spectrum at about
£3,500 together with his special damages relatng to the provision of a single hearing aid.

Ross
77. Finally, in the test case of Ross v Lyjon Ltd & Ors. (2016)27 in Liverpool, the claimant
alleged that he was exposed to excessive noise throughout his employment with the
three defendants between 1979 and 1992. The defendants made unqualifed
admissions of breach of duty and, consequently, no engineering evidence was
26 Unreported, 11 March
27 Unreported, 23 September
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required. Private BUPA audiometry in 1993, a year afer the claimant ceased in the
noisy work, appeared to reveal no evidence of NIHL. A further audiogram in 2011,
prepared for the purposes of Mr Zeitoun's medico-legal report, showed features of
NIHL and was also diagnostcally complaint with the CLB.
78. The main arguments in the case concerned the claimant's case that the noise
damage to his hearing remained “latent” for some tme, and hence not
demonstrated in the 1993 audiogram but properly revealed in the later 2011 test.
Two heavyweight academic scientsts appeared to give expert evidence. Prof.
Moore, Emeritus Prof. of Auditory Percepton at Cambridge, cited a number of
animal studies that demonstrated noise exposure caused damage to the outer hair
cells in the cochlea or damage to the synaptc nerve which would not be evident on
an audiogram immediately afer noise exposure but which led either to an
acceleraton of the ageing loss or a super-additve efect upon the progression of
ageing afer exposure has ceased. He was opposed by Prof. Lutman (Emeritus Prof.
of Audiology at the Southampton ISVR) on behalf of the defendant, who considered
there was no reason to doubt the efcacy of the 1993 audiogram and that the
weight of research on humans supported the consensus opinion amongst experts
that there was no latent efect from noise exposure. Therefore, as there had been
no noise exposure afer 1993, the 2011 audiogram must represent “idiopathic
sensorineural hearing loss” which was a common feature of data obtained from the
general populaton.
79. HHJ Wood said that he was not persuaded on the balance of probabilites either
that the 1993 audiogram was inaccurate or that the claimant has sustained latent
damage to his hearing, although he was at pains to stress that his decision was fact
sensitve to this case. He did not consider himself bound to determine the wider
issue of latency statng that the epidemiology was confictng and that untl further
research was undertaken a full determinatve fnding on the issue was unlikely. The
claim therefore failed on the evidence adduced.
80. This is a perhaps unsurprising stance for the court to take approaching the mater
upon the balance of probabilites and with the claimant to prove his case, given
Prof. Lutman's evidence about current “consensus” in the audiological community
and therefore the novelty of the latency analysis, though the claimant seeks to
appeal and we await that outcome.
81. However, the judge also addressed the de minimis issue:
116. … As I remarked in court, the issue as to whether or not the 4 kHz threshold should be taken into
account remains a controversial one, because in some respects it has an efect on the disability. It remains
to be seen whether or not those involved in medico-legal work adopt the potentally less generous
interpretaton without applying the exceptons which appear to emanate from the more recent guidelines.
117. However, in this partcular case, I would have had some sympathy with they approach of Mr Zeitoun if
it had been necessary to assess the disability, and to have compensated the claimant on the basis of an
approx 10 dB threshold hearing loss over 1, 2 and 3 kHz which was indeed the preferred approach of Mr
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Welch.

82. It is obvious that the judge did not make any proper fnding here, but indicated that
he would have been disinclined to fnd for the defendant on de minimis argument
on the evidence before him, principally from the ENT experts Mr Zeitoun and Mr
Welch, who seemed in agreement that the small losses assessed at 1-2-3 kHz and at
4 kHz did produce a material worsening of the claimant's hearing positon
atributable to noise. Professor Lutman's apparent skeptcism about the efects of
losses confned to 4 kHz did not therefore come to bear.
Harbison
83. Finally, we come to a recent resurgence for the insurers. On 13 October HHJ Wall
gave judgment for the defendant at Birmingham in Harbison v The Rover Company
Ltd (2016)28. Even though the defendant called no medical/audiological evidence,
the judge accepted that the claimant’s NIHL was de minimis and not compensatable,
including that the claimant failed to prove that his established loss at frequencies
above 1-2-3 kHz made him appreciably worse of in Rothwell terms.
84. The claimant was a former welder during 1975-2006. Breach was admited and the
issues were limited to whether he had sufered compensatable loss at all. The case
was allocated to fast track and the only expert medical evidence in the case came
from the claimant’s expert, Mr Sharma. He calculated the claimant’s hearing loss
averaged over 1-2-3 kHz as 1dB. He used an averaging method using the two
audiograms, even thought it appeared that the hearing threshold level at 4kHz had
improved from 40dB in the frst audiogram to 20dB in the second audiogram. Not
surprisingly, the defendant sought to challenge this approach, but the judge found
that she could not reject it when it was not challenged by countering expert
evidence:
I should be slow to reject the claimant’s medical expert’s approach where there is no expert evidence to
suggest that he was wrong to take that approach in this case.

85. However, in any event, Mr Sharma’s evidence to the judge was that the claimant’s
NIHL across 1-2-3 kHz would not generally give rise to any notceable subjectve
efect or material disability. He also told the court that hearing loss above (or
below) these frequencies could have an impact on the claimant’s hearing but,
crucially, did not elaborate upon that and gave no opinion that this was in fact the
case in Mr Harbison's case. The judge correctly identfed the Rothwell test as
requiring the claimant to prove he was, had been or would be “appreciably worse
of” and although she found that the claimant established he had sustained some
NIHL, the judge unsurprisingly found that it was not sufcient to discharge the
claimant's burden of proof of compensatable loss because, as a mater of fact on the
28 Unreported, 13 October
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evidence before her, the claimant was not appreciably worse of by reason of NIHL,
and the claim therefore failed.
86. The judge stressed that establishing a diagnosis of NIHL does not of itself amount to
proof of compensable damage. This is no diferent from the positon in Rothwell,
where the causing of pleural plaques did not automatcally mean that the claimant
sustained compensatable injury. The burden of proof is on the claimant to show
that he meets the threshold for compensable damage; it is not for the defendant to
disprove it. This should be considered to be legally entrely uncontroversial.
Evidental consideratons
87. Thus, as ever, the true analysis of these issues turns not upon diferences in
interpretaton of the legal principles applicable, but upon the evidence put before
the court in the individual case.
88. It should be noted, however, that the quality of expert evidence in these cases can
ofen be poor. There are some experts who advise on claimant cases in large
numbers, and the number of defence experts used seems extraordinarily small,
generally running to 3 or 4 well-known individuals. Moreover, on both sides
experts commonly do not ofen record the range of expert opinion of which they –
certainly those who appear regularly in these cases – are aware, in direct
contraventon of CPR35.10(1) and PD35para3.2:
3.2 An expert's report must:
...
(6) where there is a range of opinion on the maters dealt with in the report –
(a) summarise the range of opinions; and
(b) give reasons for the expert's own opinion

89. Judges rarely critcise experts for such failure and they should. It is in no-one's
interests for poor experts reports to be relied upon giving rise to fully fought cases
in circumstances where there is in fact a general consensus in the expert community
on certain points. If a party is to rely on an outlier view in such instances, that
should be clear to all including the poor recorder asked for the frst tme to try a
NIHL case, and that is what PD35para3.2 requires. Run your outlier case by all
means, but do not do it upon a pretence that it is in some way “mainstream”.

Defence tactcs
90. Because of the individual facts and basis of resoluton in these cases, it is easy to
advise defence solicitors as to selecton criteria to be applied to give the de minimis
defence the best chance of success, such as to choose cases:
(1) where the main speech frequencies between 1-3 kHz are unafected by NIHL,
or only afected in a very limited way, to a maximum of 3-5 dB;
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(2) where there is NIHL of not more than 10-15 dB at 4 kHz or 6 kHz and preferably
only at 6 kHz since there are studies to support the role of hearing at 4 kHz for
speech recogniton and it is usually arguable that any loss at 6 kHz is transient
or spurious or, if the loss is permanent, does not arise as a result of NIHL;
(3) where there is no tnnitus;
(4) where there is no advanced need for hearing aids in the future;
(5) where the claimant is elderly and already has signifcant non-noise related
losses such that it can be argued that any disability from NIHL is completely
subsumed by other losses/disability.
91. Likewise to run a de minimis defence to trial Defendants are well advised to make
sure that they do not leave any key areas of the claimant’s medical evidence
unchallenged. “Experienced” claimant experts who have not been subjected to
recent cross-examinaton can be poor in their understanding of the CLB and LCB
computatons and what underlies the statstcal comparisons made to diagnose and
quantfy loss, and of the arguments about the impact of specifc and limited losses,
especially outside the 1-2-3 kHz range. This presents an obvious opportunity to
“catch them out”, so the defence solicitor will need to:
(1) put Part 35 questons to the claimant’s expert;
(2) apply for and obtain their own medical evidence, and then call it; and
(3) develop proper medical evidence supported by modern research and
techniques.
The well prepared claimant
92. The answer to these tactcs, and to the complexites these arguments raise is not to
abandon what may well be good claims, but in response the claimant solicitor must:
(1) work with otolaryngologist(ENT)/audiological experts who really know what
they are doing in this feld; I'm afraid this is not to be assumed from the fact
that a person is a practsing ENT surgeon, since the audiological/statstcal
analyses undertaken have nothing to do with clinical practce in that feld.
Anyone worthy of instructon will be happy to consider new points, and to read
these cases and others (which should be provided to them) to see how the
arguments are framed and what data and research needs to be cited;
(2) ensure those experts meet their CPR35 dutes by refectng ranges of opinion in
the literature and on the part of colleagues (anyone who works in this feld well
knows the arguments repeatedly put by the defence experts mentoned in the
cases) and then explaining why they take the view they do in support of the
claim;
(3) ensure those experts do not just focus on the efect of losses over 1-2-3 kHz
and the rather artfcial Black Book assessment of “disability” (which despite its
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conventonal acceptance is not really based on much), but instead consider
carefully the efects of losses at higher frequencies, including upon ability to
discriminate speech and other mixed sounds, ability to hear the nuances of
musical instruments' outputs (harmonics and tmbre), higher register voices of
females and children, limited frequency broadcasts by telephone/Facetme/TV,
and ability to hear sounds in the range 4-12 kHz generally. The focus should be
not on somewhat limited numerical estmates (for that is all they are) of the
NIHL element of measured hearing loss at partcular frequencies, but upon a
much broader assessment of afect related where possible to described
symptoms;
(4) ensure that the experts consider not just the marginal efect of the additon of
NIHL to the Claimant's overall hearing levels, but also approach the mater by
asking whether the noise porton is making a material contributon to the
overall levels and resultng afect from all contributng causes;
(5) ensure that as part of this approach the experts deal with the issue of loudness
recruitment canvassed in Holloway and its implicatons where impairment is
concentrated in the 4-6 kHz range;
(6) ensure also that tnnitus is properly considered and atributed; this is
partcularly important where NIHL is established, but the reduced levels of
hearing may themselves not be sufcient to be compensated, as in Lomas;
(7) ensure those experts get the CLB and LCB computatons right; I'm afraid they so
ofen do not, as illustrated repeatedly in this small sample of cases, some even
being treated as “test” cases; these days there is no need to rely on the doctors
for the CLB and CLB computatons, which are not maters of clinical judgment at
all, but rather of relatvely straightorward mathematcal/statstcal analysis,
though of course it is convenient to have one's expert present them; it is
important even before service of the medical report relied upon that the
computatons have been either given to the doctor in instructon (if the
audiogram is obtained beforehand) or checked by solicitor or counsel. Once the
report is served, it is very difcult to avoid the expert looking incompetent
when a correcton has to be made later;
(8) this includes ensuring that the correct age associated loss (AAHL) comparators
are used; it is standard now from CLB and LCB to use the nearest of the age
bandings in 5 year intervals, at one of 75th (upper quartle), 50th (median) or
25th (lower quartle) centles; the tables of adjusted data from ISO7029 are set
out in the CLB;
(9) ensure that those computatons and analyses are presented in readily
understandable format, preferably graphically; it is extremely rash to assume
that the court asked to consider the case will have any prior familiarity with, or
understanding of, the technicalites of NIHL;
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(10) ensure that the experts retain control of the drafing of joint statements; this is
correct in principle: the Claimant retains conduct of the case, and no aspect
should be ceded to the defence side.
Conclusion
93. The law as to what is required to establish a person injury is now well established in
the House of Lords's decision in Rothwell, even if somewhat diferently expressed by
their Lordships, and by their predecessors in Cartledge v Jopling. The test is
whether the claimant is “appreciably” or “more than minimally” or “more than
negligibly” worse of by reason of the physical and or sensory and or mental 29 loss
caused by the breach.
94. However, in partcular situatons, and that of sensory loss by way of NIHL is the
currently topical one, this apparently straightorward test gives rise to partcular
difculty, and further guidance from the senior courts is required to enable these
cases, which are litgated in the many 000s each year, to be resolved sensibly
without the need for frequent trials at great cost.
95. Defendants have had mixed results in their atempts to characterise low level but
identfable/estmable NIHL as de minimis and not worthy of compensaton. This is a
highly fact sensitve issue, and the cases usually turn on who was beter prepared
evidentally.

THEO HUCKLE QC
Doughty Street Chambers
Armistce Day, 2016

29 Subject to the control conditons for claims for psychiatric afect as to the nature of the injury and status of the
claimant: McLoughlin v O'Brian [1983] 1 A.C. 410; Alcock v Chief Constable of South Yorkshire [1992] 1 A.C. 310;
Page v Smith [1996] A.C. 155; White & Frost v CC of S Yorks [1999] 2 A.C. 455; Donachie v Chief Constable of
Greater Manchester [2004] EWCA Civ 405 etc.
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